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President’s message:

It is about change!
by Allyn D. Kantor, President

For the past 24 months,
politicians and pundits
have overwhelmed us
with political slogans and
sound bites that oversimplify issues and “dumb
down” the complex economic and foreign-policy
issues facing our country.
Thankfully, these media
a. kantor
blitzes are over and we
can begin to build anew. We now have a
change in our government—a change, it is
hoped, that will be good for our country and
for the world.
While change may be new, or at least

periodic in politics, it always has been a
constant factor in a lawyer’s life. Every
day, we help our clients deal with changes
that challenge their lives, their businesses
and their environments. Change is the one
constant in our profession. Unless we keep
abreast of changing laws, changing interpretations of existing law, changing techniques
and strategies and changing technology, we
become less effective in serving our clients.
So, how can lawyers better address
change and the challenges it presents? We
read journals, we check the Internet, but
most importantly, we interact with and
learn from other lawyers who share our
interests and professional objectives. (O.K.,
See “President’s message,” page 2

Going bicoastal:
A primer on practicing
from coast to coast
by Steven M. Berman
Just two short years ago,
my wife and I decided to
visit our favorite aunt and
uncle in San Diego, where
I could run in the Rock-NRoll Marathon. The visit
was wonderful, the race a
blast and the location, in a
word, spectacular. California boasts great weather,
s. berman
rich culture and diversity,
beautiful beaches and reportedly one of the
toughest Bar exams in the country. My wife

and I returned to our perfectly safe and secure lives, our comfortable home in Tampa,
my then 16-year practice and our friends. We
looked at each other and, not having ever really seriously considered moving away from
Florida, opened our minds to the possibility
of such a move.
First there was the Bar. I consider myself
a reasonably bright guy. But do you know
how many really bright law students and
lawyers either want to move to or stay in
California? I was a commodity.
See “Going bicoastal,” page 2

President’s message, from page 1
you see where this is going, right?)
The Out-of-State Division is working
hard to help you keep up with this
fast-changing legal world. We provide
frequent opportunities to meet and
interact with other Florida licensed
lawyers in your neighborhoods and to
update your skills with outstanding
CLE programs.
On Oct. 1, we held a very well
attended and well received CLE program at the historic John Adams
Courthouse in Boston. A highlight
was the panel discussion entitled “Defending the White-Collar Criminal
Case.” The program was followed by

Going bicoastal,

Economy.” We look forward to seeing
many New York area out-of-staters
there.
I am pleased to announce that
in the past year we have added 116
new members, which brings our total
membership to 2,000. To those of
you who have just joined, welcome
aboard! If you are not already a member, please join us and let us prove
to you that membership in our division is a great way to keep up with
change.
May the year 2009 and the changes
that come with it bring good things to
you and your families.

least three feet high every day.
Next we had to consider neighborhoods, schools, traffic patterns,
social dynamics and all of the sorts of
things everyone thinks about just to
move across town, much less across
the country. Oh yeah, we also had
to figure out how I could service my
primarily Florida-based practice from
nearly 3,000 miles away.
My new firm, my family and I put

together what has turned out to be a
remarkably smooth-running practice
spanning the country in what I like
to call tele-practicing. This article
details how it works.

from page 1

Then there were our children, a
nearly teenaged boy and a solidly
teenaged girl. How would a move
go over with them? To our surprise,
other than not wanting to leave their
friends behind, our kids were pretty
open to the possibility of trading 90degree, 95-percent humidity days
with 70-degree, 10-percent humidity
days and living blocks from the Pacific Ocean where the waves are at
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a lively reception at the Last Hurrah
Lounge located in the nearby Parker
House Hotel.
On Nov. 17, our division secretary,
Mike Busenkell of Wilmington, Del.,
hosted a reception for out-of-staters
at the Swann Lounge in the Four Seasons Hotel in Philadelphia. We were
pleased to see such an enthusiastic
and friendly turnout.
On Feb. 21, 2009, we will host our
annual New York CLE program at
the Manhattan Campus of St. Johns
Law School. This year, Palm Beach
attorney Stuart Morris will speak
on “Estate Planning in a Turbulent
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Physical space
For me it was important to keep a
physical office in Tampa for the times
I am in Florida. I work out of a home
office when I am on the West Coast.
I try to keep paper documents and
notes to a minimum, and those are all
kept at my firm’s Tampa office. I have
mirror image office setups—desk,
chairs, phone, computer docking station, keyboard, monitor, printer, etc. I
keep one set of most reference books
in my Tampa office and a separate
set of the really critical reference
books—Bankruptcy Code, Rules (including local rules), Evidence Manual
and certain forms—in my California
home office.

Communications
Most traditional law offices have
very good desktop telephones. You
also need a good multi-line telephone
in your remote office. I would suggest
either a true office phone or, in the
case of a cordless phone, one that
has a very strong base to handset
antenna and signal combination. You
do not want clients, courts or your
partners and staff to feel like they
See “Going bicoastal,” page 12

Trying a white collar fraud case:
What a forensic accountant brings to the team
by Bruce G. Dubinsky, MST, CPA, CVA, CFE
Trying a white
collar criminal case
in today’s criminal court system
is an arduous and
daunting task, one
that is filled with
landmines waiting
to be tripped. The
stakes are high,
dubinsky
the financial issues
extremely complex
and the volume of transactions that
are typically under scrutiny massive. Trying to navigate in this type
of environment requires a thorough
understanding of the process and an
appreciation of the resources available to the criminal defense attorney.
One of the most important resources
available today is the services of a
seasoned forensic accountant who is
skilled in conducting an investigation
and testifying in a criminal court. The
landscape of a criminal case is much
different and more demanding than
that of a civil case. Thus, you need
the skills of a professional trained in
forensic accounting.
Forensic accounting is the combination of accounting, auditing and
investigative skills to conduct an examination into a company’s or an
individual’s financial statements or
matters involving financial malfeasance. So you can see, first, it is important to understand that a forensic
accountant is not your typical accountant. A forensic accountant is a special
accountant who has undergone advanced training and education, plus
certification in the art and science of
investigative accounting. Included in
this preparation is training related
to evidentiary matters, interviewing and interrogation as well as the
criminal law process. Various certifications exist for forensic accountants,
such as the Certified Fraud Examiner
(CFE) and the Certified Forensic Fi-

nancial Analyst (NACVA), to name
two. These certifications are earned
through course study and examination, and the organizations granting
them have their own professional ethics and standards for their members.
As I ask folks all the time, if you have
a heart problem, would you go to an
orthopedist or a cardiologist? They
are both doctors, right? The point is,
you would be better served to hire the
properly trained professional—and in
a case concerning white collar fraud,
that’s a forensic accountant.
An experienced forensic accountant brings a wealth of experience
to the legal defense team and a vantage point that few others on the
legal team share. As Sherlock Holmes
once said to his trusted companion,
“Elementary, my dear Watson,” but
it’s only elementary if you have been
trained to recognize the elementary.
The trained instincts of a good forensic accountant will greatly aid in uncovering evidence that may prove to
be exculpatory and ultimately prove
critical in the process. After years of
doing this work, a critical component
is apparent. It’s not really what’s on
the page that is important—many
times it’s what’s not on the page. In
other words, documentary evidence
rarely tells the full story. What has
not been written or documented can
be critical. The trick is first deciphering the situation and seeing what information you have and then reversing the deductive thinking process in
an attempt to analyze what you need
in order to try to support the hypothesis that you are attempting to prove.
This information may be in the form
of electronic evidence that contains
clues such as deleted emails, documents, drafts etc. It may also come
in the form of testimonial evidence
adduced through proper interviewing
and/or interrogation methods.
Equally important, a forensic ac-

countant is trained in evidentiary
matters and the proper handling and
protocol for evidence. Preserving original documents and other items may
prove critical to the defense of the
client. Chain of custody issues for
hard drives and computers cannot be
understated, and a properly trained
forensic accountant understands this.
Understanding electronic evidence
such as backups of accounting system data is critical. Much of today’s
popular accounting software includes
a detailed audit trail that should be
properly examined and vetted. Many
times, entries in the audit trail can be
used as exculpatory evidence when
trying to disprove the prosecution’s
theory on criminal intent. Banking
information is, in most cases, accessed
and stored electronically. This should
be reviewed carefully, and the skills
and training of a forensic accountant
are invaluable when working with issues such as money laundering and
circular flows of money.
A brainstorming session with the
legal team and the forensic accountant early on can prove invaluable.
Let’s face it. Today’s financial world is
vastly more complex than it was even
10 years ago. Financial derivatives
such as auction rate securities, swap
options and credit default swaps as
well as complicated venture capital
investment structures, special purpose vehicles, cross border transactions, bankruptcy remote entities,
etc., have made it much more difficult, in many instances, for even the
most seasoned criminal trial lawyer
to decipher. This hammers home the
old adage, “Do what you know and
know what you do.”
Hiring an experienced forensic
accountant for your team, while an
added cost to the overall defense of
your client, may prove to be one of
the wisest investments you and your
client ever make.
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Division News
Mark Your Calendar!
January 14 - 17, 2009
The Florida Bar Midyear Meeting
Hyatt Regency
Miami, Florida
February 21, 2009
New York CLE –
St. Johns University School of Law, Manhattan Campus
New York, New York
June 24-27, 2009
The Florida Bar Annual Meeting
Orlando World Center Marriott
Orlando, Florida
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Author! Author!
The Out-of-State Division offers its membership
a valuable forum for the exchange of information
on legal issues affecting our interstate practices.
To be truly effective, it is essential for a large
cross section of our members to contribute
articles, news and announcements to this
newsletter.
For those of you who would like to see your
work in print, the rules for publication are simple:
The article should be related to a subject of
general interest to legal practitioners with
multijurisdictional practices. Articles focused on
your home state are less appealing than issues
impacting a number of jurisdictions.
Please send documents in MS Word format via
email to editor@ctf.nu.
Please help your colleagues to get to know
you by including a brief biography with contact
information, and include a head and shoulders
photograph. If you do not have a digital
photograph, please mail a print to The Florida Bar,
OOSD, 651 East Jefferson Street, Tallahassee,
FL 32399-2300. Your photo and bio will be kept
on file and need only be submitted once.

Calling government agents at
sentencing hearings
by Richard P. Lawson
Since the introduction of the sentencing guidelines,
the proportion of
federal criminal
cases ending in a
plea as opposed to
a trial has grown
dramatically. With
pleas more and
r. lawson
more common,
the federal criminal practitioner frequently resorts to proffering the client
in order to get the best possible sentence. Proffer agreements are usually
written so strictly that, once the decision is made to cooperate, it is very
difficult to reverse course and raise a
defense at trial.
Occasionally, relations between
the defense and government turn
sour after a proffer. Due to the comprehensive and restrictive nature of
proffer agreements, the defense will
often still have to proceed with a plea
agreement. In these circumstances, it
is not impossible that the government
may not give a defendant’s proffer
the credit it is due. Counsel then is
in a position where he or she has to
present the extent of the defendant’s
cooperation without much, or any,
assistance from the government.
A situation similar to this occurred
in the recent prosecution of NBA
referee Tim Donaghy.1 In a case like
Donaghy’s, counsel may find themselves in the awkward situation of
having to call an agent as a defense
witness at the sentencing hearing.
Present during the proffer sessions,
and frequently in the best position to
determine the value of any proffered
evidence from the defendant, the agent,
as counterintuitive as it may seem,
can provide the best evidence for the
defense before the sentencing judge.
 	 This article hopes to provide the
practitioner with a brief guide to two
key issues involved with producing a
government witness at a sentencing
hearing. First, it has to be established
that a witness can be called before a
sentencing hearing. Second, the agent
has to be served with a subpoena— no

easy task under the Touhy doctrine.

Availability of witnesses
for sentencing hearings
Witnesses may be produced for
sentencing hearings. The Ninth Circuit addressed this point when it held
that rather than fault the government for failing to call a witness at
a sentencing, the defendant himself
should have called the witness (U.S.
v. Jacobs, 94 Fed. Appx. 893, (9th Cir.
2004) (unpublished opinion), vacated
and remanded on other grounds by
Jacobs v. U.S., 543 U.S. 1101, 125 S.Ct.
1021, 160 L.Ed.2d 1005 (2005)). The
court stated, “Simply put, nothing
in the record shows that Jacobs was
prohibited from calling the witness
to the stand via subpoena” (Id. at 894
(emphasis supplied)).
Witnesses may be relevant to a
sentencing hearing under the broad
auspices of 18 USC 3661, which reads
as follows:
No limitation shall be placed
on the information concerning
the background, character, and
conduct of a person convicted
of an offense which a court of
the United States may receive
and consider for the purpose
of imposing an appropriate
sentence.
The Third Circuit has interpreted
this to give broad prerogatives to
the defense during sentencing. In
U.S. v. Bruno, the court stated that,
“given the section’s purpose to inform
the sentencing judge of the pertinent circumstances, we believe the
‘information’ which a district court
may consider includes information
tendered by a defendant. We are also
satisfied, in view of Sec. 3661’s global
language, that its ‘conduct’ provision
embraces cooperation by a defendant”
(897 F.2d 691, 693 (3rd Cir. 1990)).
In U.S. v. Zuckerman, there was
a dispute over the terms of the plea
agreement and the evidence that
could be presented to the court (129
F. Supp. 2d 198 (E.D.N.Y., 2000)).

Zuckerman’s plea agreement prevented his counsel from seeking a
downward departure or suggesting
the court impose one sua sponte (Id.
at 199). Zuckerman argued that this
provision violated 18 USC 3661. The
court held that:
The provisions of 18 USC 3661
would certainly permit Zukerman to inform the Court about
the particular efforts he made
to contact the IRS and disclose
his filing status, or to explain
that he intended to comply with
the voluntary disclosure policy.
A plea agreement provision
which prohibits him from then
requesting a downward departure based on those facts in no
way prevents the Court from
receiving and considering the
facts themselves. Accordingly,
the Court sees nothing in the
Government’s plea offer that
would violate 18 USC 3661 (Id.
at 201).
In addition to these cases, the Rules
of Procedure provide for disputed
facts to be addressed and resolved at
sentencing hearings and require the
sentencing court to decide and reduce
the rulings to writing (Rule 32(i)(1)(C)
& Rule 32(i)(3)(B) & (C), Fed. R. Crim.
P.). The standard for resolving disputed facts is the preponderance of
the evidence standard (USSG Sec.
6A1.3 and commentary). Between the
language of 18 USC 3661 and these
provisions of the rules, there is more
than an adequate basis to support the
position that witnesses may be called
at sentencing hearings.

Applicability of Touhy
and 28 CFR 16.21 et seq. to
sentencing hearings
The procedure for producing federal witnesses in court originates in
the 1951 Supreme Court decision in
Touhy (United States ex rel. Touhy v.
Ragen, 340 U.S. 462 (1951)). In Touhy,
the court was addressing a subpoena
continued, next page
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Calling government agents
from page 5

duces tecum issued to a federal agent
in a case in which the United States
was not a party. This decision has
since expanded to mandate that the
regulations of the pertinent department must be followed whenever a
federal agent is subpoenaed (See U.S.
v. Allen, 554 F.2d 398 (10th Cir. 1977),
cert. den., 434 U.S. 836 (1977), U.S. v.
Wallace, 32 F.3d 921 (5th Cir. 1994),
U.S. v. Soriano-Jarquin, 492 F.3d 495
(4th Cir. 2007), cert. den. ___ U.S. ___,
128 S.Ct. 1221 (2008)).
These decisions hold that failure to
comply with the specific regulations
of the involved department dooms
any claim for substantive relief; in
other words, before any claim of prejudice can be made by the failure of
the federal witness to honor the subpoena, the administrative hoops must
be jumped through. All three courts
addressed matters of substantive
import (delay in prosecution (Allen)

and material fact witnesses (Wallace and Soriano-Jarquin)), and all
three stated that the preliminary
step of failing to comply with the CFR
mooted all constitutional claims of
prejudice.

28 C.F.R. 16.21 et seq.
28 C.F.R. 16.21 et seq. establishes
the procedures by which Department
of Justice witnesses are secured in
federal criminal cases (28 C.F.R.
16.21(a)(1)). This provision also details the other scenarios in which
28 C.F.R 16.21 et seq. applies, but
since this article is limited to federal
criminal prosecutions, these other
situations will not be discussed here.
When a defense attorney seeks oral
testimony of a Department of Justice
employee in a federal matter, counsel
must provide to the Department of
Justice a statement or affidavit setting forth a summary of the testimony
sought (28 C.F.R. 16.23(c)). Once the
request is made, the provisions found
at 28 C.F.R. 16.24-26 establish the

procedure for departmental review
and compliance with the request.
What is instructional about the cases
above is that they involved fact patterns in which the initial step, the
statement or affidavit submission by
counsel, was not complied with; for a
resolution of the fact pattern in which
that step is complied with, but the
request is denied, it is important to
look at the original Touhy decision.

Denial of a Touhy request
after procedural compliance
As stated above, Touhy addressed
a subpoena duces tecum on a Department of Justice employee in a case
where the United States was not a
party and where the party seeking the
evidence had not complied with the
department’s regulations. This case
did not address the issue of whether
the department’s regulations could
prohibit a department employee or
former employee from escaping judicial process through the denial of permission from the department itself.

Stay current on ethics:

Free publication now available
In the past, out-of-state Florida Bar members have found that it can be difficult to stay abreast of
ethics developments in Florida. Now, two free resources are available to help you stay current in this
important area.
The “2007 Florida Ethics Review” by Tim Chinaris is available free of charge. This comprehensive
compendium concisely summarizes developments in Florida legal ethics during 2007, including
rule changes, cases and ethics opinions of interest. Arranged topically, the subjects covered are:
Rule Changes (including Proposed Rule Changes); Advertising; Attorney-Client Relationship; Candor
Toward the Tribunal; Confidentiality and Privileges; Conflicts of Interest (Including Disqualification);
Disciplinary Proceedings; Fees (Including Attorney’s Liens); Ineffective Assistance and Right to Counsel; Law Firms; Legal Malpractice; Professionalism; Public Official Ethics and Public Records; Rules
and Ethics Opinions; Trial Conduct; Trust Funds; Unauthorized Practice of Law; and Withdrawal From
Representation.
To get your free copy, just send an email request to tchinaris@gmail.com. A copy will be emailed
to you in PDF format.
And stay up-to-date with legal and judicial ethics on a daily or weekly basis by visiting the comprehensive ethics website “sunEthics” (www.sunethics.com). This site offers summaries of cases and
ethics opinions as they are released; links to everything related to Florida legal ethics, judicial ethics,
bar admissions and professionalism; and links to ethics resources throughout the nation.
Page  •
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As stated in Justice Frankfurter’s
concurrence:
I wholly agree with what is now
decided insofar as it finds that
whether, when and how the
Attorney General himself can
be granted an immunity from
the duty to disclose information
contained in documents within
his possession that are relevant
to a judicial proceeding are matters not here for adjudication.
Therefore, not one of these questions is impliedly affected by the
very narrow ruling on which the
present decision rests. Specifically, the decision and opinion
in this case cannot afford a basis
for a future suggestion that the
Attorney General can forbid every subordinate who is capable
of being served by process from
producing relevant documents
and later contest a requirement upon him to produce on
the ground that procedurally
he cannot be reached. In joining
the Court’s opinion I assume
the contrary—that the Attorney
General can be reached by legal
process (340 U.S. at 472).
Thus, as stated by Justice Frankfurter, Touhy does not act as an executive branch veto over lawful judicial
process. As the court went on to detail
just two years later, “Judicial control
over the evidence in a case cannot be
abdicated to the caprice of executive
officers” (United States v. Reynolds,
345 U.S. 1, 9-10 (1953)). Also, 5 U.S.C.
301, known as the “Housekeeping
Statute” and the basis of authority
for the provisions of 28 C.F.R. 1621
et seq., was amended in 1958 to state
“This section does not authorize withholding information from the public
or limiting the availability of records
to the public.”

Conclusion
In certain circumstances, it may be
necessary for defense counsel to call a
government witness in a sentencing
hearing. Such a request is authorized
by statute and supported by rule.
Further, as long as the housekeeping
matters of 28 C.F.R. 1621 et seq. are
complied with, there is no executive
veto over the use of judicial process
to secure a government witness. As
powerful as Touhy and 28 C.F.R. 1621

et seq. are in their granting control
to the executive branch over when
and how to produce government witnesses and evidence, only the judicial branch can ultimately determine
whether such evidence comes before
the courts. As Justice Frankfurter
stated, “the Attorney General can be

reached by legal process.”
Endnote:

1	  See “Prosecutors Trying to Block Effort in
Donaghy Sentencing,” New York Times, July 8, 2008;
“Federal prosecutors are opposing efforts by Tim
Donaghy, the disgraced former N.B.A. referee, to
have a retired F.B.I. agent testify about Donaghy’s
cooperation with the government.”

Contributing authors
The Out-of-State Division appreciates the articles submitted for this edition by
our contributing authors. They can serve as a resource to division members who
might have a question regarding these authors’ areas of expertise or if a referral
is needed.
Steven M. Berman is a partner with Shumaker, Loop & Kendrick LLP. He
concentrates his practice in business bankruptcy and commercial litigation.
With more than 18 years of practice and board certifications from the American
Board of Certification in both business bankruptcy law and creditors’ rights law,
he chairs Shumaker’s Tampa office’s Bankruptcy and Insolvency Practice Group
from his home office in San Diego, Calif. He spends time in the Florida bankruptcy
courts and in his Tampa office about one week per month. He can be reached at
813/229-7600 or sberman@slk-law.com.
Bruce Dubinsky, MST, CPA, CVA, CFE, is a managing director and city leader
of the Washington, D.C., Metro Office of Duff & Phelps, and is part of the Dispute
and Legal Management Consulting Practice. His practice places special emphasis
on providing dispute consulting services to clients such as law firms litigating
commercial cases for their clients, corporations, governmental agencies, law enforcement bodies and individuals in a variety of situations. He was previously the
managing director at Dubinsky & Company PC, a nationally recognized consulting
firm located in Bethesda, Md., that specializes in providing expert witness and
forensic accounting services. He recently presented this topic on a panel entitled
“The Investigation and Trial of a White Collar Case: Navigating Around the
Land Mines,” presented at the Out-of-State Division meetings in Boston. He can
be reached at 240/482-4500 or bruce.dubinsky@duffandphelps.com.
Richard P. Lawson is an attorney in New York City with a practice focusing on
criminal defense and consumer protection cases. Prior to opening his own law firm,
he was a prosecutor in the Investigations Division of the Bronx District Attorney’s
Office, with the State Attorney’s Office in Tampa, Fla., where he rose to the position
of deputy chief of the Economic Crime Unit, and also served as a special assistant
United States attorney with the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of
New York. He wishes to thank John F. Lauro, Esq., for the opportunity to assist in
the defense of NBA referee Timothy Donaghy, where these issues came to the fore
and formed the basis of his article. Mr. Lawson can be reached at the Law Office
of Richard P. Lawson, 225 Broadway, 13th Floor, New York, NY 10007, 212/6082391, richard.lawson@richardlawsonlaw.com or www.richardlawsonlaw.com.
Eric Meeks owns the Meeks Law Firm Inc. in Cincinnati, Ohio. His practice focuses on elder law issues, estate planning, probate, probate contests, nursing home
abuse and personal injury. His education includes Ohio Northern University (J.D.),
Miami University (M.B.A.) and Indiana State University (B.S. accounting). He is
a CPA who is licensed to practice law in Florida, Illinois and Ohio. He serves on
The Florida Bar (TFB) Board of Governors (BOG) and as chair of the Cincinnati
Bar Association Solo/Small Firm Committee. Previously he served as president
of TFB Out-of-State Division and five years on TFB’s Young Lawyers Division’s
BOG. He can be reached at 513/826-0229 or emeeks@meekslawfirm.com

Become a contributor! See submission information on page 4.
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Board of Governors’ update
At its July 25, 2008, meeting in
Clearwater, Fla., The Florida Bar
Board of Governors:
Approved Proposed Advisory Opinion 07-02 on outsourcing of paralegal
work to a foreign country. The opinion
holds that such work can be sent overseas, although the attorney may need
to take extra precautions to protect
sensitive information and may need to
inform the client. The board approved
adding language suggested by the
Board Review Committee on Professional Ethics that says when a lawyer
is outsourcing, he or she must also be
sensitive to the possible disclosure
of confidential information obtained
from others, including an opposing
party, and whether such disclosure
may be regulated by applicable law.
Also, BRCPE Chair Steve Chaykin
said the issue will be referred to another committee to comprehensively
review use of third parties outside of
a law firm to assist in the provision
of legal services, whether inside or
outside the United States.
Approved a motion directing the
Bar’s representatives to the ABA’s
House of Delegates to support a resolution to amend ABA Model Rule 1.10
(Imputation of Conflicts) to allow
screening to handle conflicts when
a lawyer from one firm is hired by
another.
Heard a report from Legislation
Committee Chair Greg Coleman that
Chief Justice Peggy Quince is setting
up a special task force in cooperation
with the Governor’s Office to work
on funding for the court system, and
that Bar President Jay White will be
a member. Coleman encouraged board
members to think about ways to get
more money for funding of the courts
and related agencies, and warned that
the courts, public defenders and state
attorneys may soon not have enough
money to handle all criminal cases.
Approved two rule changes on
providing legal services following a
disaster. One would allow out-of-state
attorneys to provide pro bono services
through a legal aid agency to Florida
residents after a disaster and allow
out-of-state attorneys to set up a temporary office in Florida to serve their
clients when a Katrina-type disaster
has hit their home state. The other
Page  •

amends the MJP rule to allow the
activity.
Approved amendments to Florida
Supreme Court-approved residential lease forms as simplified forms
for use by non-lawyers. The amendments included reducing the number
of forms from four to two.
Endorsed the three-year cycle
amendments for the Juvenile Procedure Rules, including a change that
provides that children in delinquency
proceedings will not be shackled unless there is a reason.
Endorsed two out-of-cycle amendments for the Rules of Criminal Procedure, including one that requires
that a defendant be represented and
that a prosecutor attend all first appearance hearings. The second allows
a successor judge to do the sentencing
in a criminal case.
Approved a motion to waive the
Standing Board Policy that requires
that all public reprimands be delivered by the Bar president before the
Board of Governors. The Disciplinary
Procedure Committee will revisit the
issue, and DPC Chair Murray Silverstein said the board could have as
many as 14 to 18 reprimands at most
meetings. The motion applies only to
future court orders, not those already
approved by the Supreme Court.
Approved several new member
benefits products, including ADP payroll services, Staples office supplies,
BPC Financial for workers’ compensation and pet insurance, and www.
thebillablehouse.com for law-related
books, games and gifts.
Discussed, pursuant to inquiries
from Bar members, lawyers’ liability
for clients’ funds held in trust accounts if the bank holding the account
collapses. Board members heard that
the FDIC will guarantee each client’s
deposit in a trust account up to the
$100,000 maximum, reduced, however, by the amount of any other account a client has independently at
that bank. Also, caselaw indicates
that lawyers are not liable for losses
over the $100,000 maximum. Board
members and Bar staff are continuing to discuss the issue.
At its October 3, 2008, meeting in
Boston, Mass., The Florida Bar Board
of Governors:
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Heard on first reading a recommendation from the Rules Committee to create a new category in
the disciplinary rules of permanent
retirement without the possibility
for reinstatement. It would apply
to veteran Bar members who have
their first—and minor—disciplinary
problem at the end of their careers.
Heard on first reading a recommendation from the Disciplinary
Procedure Committee to amend Bar
rules to allow emergency suspensions
for incapacity not related to misconduct.
Heard a discussion from DPC Chair
Murray Silverstein on educating Bar
members about a recent Florida Supreme Court ruling on liens against
client funds held in trust accounts.
Silverstein said the ruling requires
lawyers to stop payment on a check
that has been issued to clients if a
garnishment is received before the
check clears. The DPC decided that
current Bar rules do not need to be
changed to comply with that ruling,
but the committee is concerned that
Bar members aren’t familiar with the
decision.
Heard a report from Florida Bar
Foundation President-elect Adele
Stone that more lawyers are needed
for Florida Lawyers Saving Homes,
which seeks to help homeowners having trouble paying their mortgages
before foreclosure proceedings start.
Stone said that since the program
opened in June, the Bar has received
more than 10,000 calls plus more than
another 1,000 applications made online. Around 670 lawyers have volunteered to represent homeowners. Of
the calls and applications, so far 1,125
have been determined to meet the
criteria of the program, and around
600 have been referred to participating lawyers. But that means more
than 500 cases are waiting for assignment, showing the need for more
volunteers, she said. Bar members
can volunteer and get more information about the program and education
programs to help them with cases by
going to www.floridaprobono.org.
Heard that the Young Lawyers
Division, at the request of the Federal Emergency Management Agency,
has activated its disaster hotline to

assist people with legal problems
resulting from Tropical Storm Fay.
YLD President Jewel White Cole also
said the program needs volunteer
attorneys, especially those with experience in landlord-tenant matters,
construction law, and fraud. Lawyers
can get more information and volun-

teer for the program by going to the
division’s website at www.flayld.org
and clicking on the link at the upper
right-hand side of the site, “Legal
Help Needed for Florida Hurricane
Victims.” The toll-free number for
residents is 866/550-2929.
Heard Executive Director John

F. Harkness report that the Bar is
working on hiring a company to do a
survey in connection with a request
by the Supreme Court in its 2007
decision on new advertising rules
that the Bar further look into lawyer
advertising and marketing matters.

OOSD leadership
Allyn D. Kantor, OOSD president, of Miller, Canfield,
Paddock and Stone PLC in Ann Arbor, Mich., practices
in the areas of business litigation, employment litigation, defense of legal malpractice claims and complex
civil litigation. He has served the State Bar of Michigan
as a member of its Representative Assembly and of its
Board of Commissioners. He was the 2002 recipient of
the George Bashara Award for Service to the ADR Section. He is an adjunct professor of ADR at the University
of Michigan Law School. He has been listed in “Best
Lawyers in America” since 1997. He can be reached at
734/668-7625 or kantor@millercanfield.com.

Counsel, in Washington, D.C. Admitted to practice law in
Florida and D.C., his practice focuses primarily on labor
and employment litigation, supporting the agency’s legislative and regulatory functions and ensuring compliance
with final agency orders. He also serves as a member of the
Board of Governors for The Florida Bar Young Lawyers
Division and as secretary of the Florida Bar Government
Lawyer Section. He received bachelor’s degrees in finance
and history from the University of Florida and his J.D.
from the William and Mary School of Law in Williamsburg, Va. He can be reached at 202/653-6772, ext. 1412,
or ward.griffin@mspb.gov.

William A. Lee III, OOSD president-elect, is the
managing partner of O’Donnell, Lee, McCowan & Phillips LLC, a general practice firm in Waterville, Maine.
He is a graduate of the University of Florida School of
Law and a member of the Florida, Maine and Washington state Bars, the Federal District Court in Maine and
the First Circuit Court of Appeals. He is a member of
the Florida Bar Real Property, Probate and Trust Law
Section. His practice is concentrated in municipal law,
civil litigation, estate planning and probate. He is also
a part-time professor in the Government Department at
Colby College. He can be reached at 207/872-0112 or
walee@olmplaw.com.

Timothy P. Chinaris, OOSD past president, is associate dean for information resources and professor
of law at Jones School of Law at Faulkner University
in Montgomery, Ala., where he teaches courses in legal
ethics and other subjects and directs the law library.
He previously served in a similar capacity at Florida
Coastal School of Law in Jacksonville, Fla. He was ethics
director of The Florida Bar from 1989-1997, where his
responsibilities included overseeing the Bar’s popular
“ethics hotline” service, which answers more than 20,000
phone calls per year from Florida Bar members. He has
a bachelor’s degree in business administration from
Florida State University, received his J.D. with honors
from the University of Texas School of Law and earned
his master’s degree in library and information studies
from Florida State University. He is admitted to practice
law in Florida and Texas. He can be reached at 334/3867214 or tchinaris@faulkner.edu.

Mike Busenkell, OOSD secretary, has substantial
experience representing trustees, debtors and creditors in
bankruptcy cases and out-of-court restructurings. He has
appeared on behalf of clients in federal courts throughout the United States on a range of bankruptcy issues.
He represents plan administrators, liquidation trustees
and Chapter 7 trustees in all aspects of litigation. He
focuses his practice on Chapter 11 business restructurings, advising fiduciaries and managers for distressed
enterprises, bankruptcy acquisitions and transactions,
committee representations, debtor-in-possession financing, representation of secured and unsecured lenders to
bankruptcy or distressed companies and bankruptcyrelated litigation. He has extensive experience in trial
practice, having served as an assistant state attorney in
Miami, Fla., where he managed large felony caseloads
and conducted numerous jury trials. He can be reached
at 302/252-4324 or mbusenkell@wcsr.com.
Ward P. Griffin, OOSD treasurer, is an attorney with
the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, Office of General

Donald A. Workman, OOSD State-to-State editor,
is a partner in the Business Group and head of Baker
Hostetler’s bankruptcy and creditors’ rights practice in
the Washington, D.C., office. He has been rated AV by
Martindale-Hubbell for preeminence in his field and his
ethical standards. His practice areas include business
bankruptcy, creditors’ rights, debtor reorganizations,
general insolvency, stockbroker liquidations and commercial litigation. He has experience in representing
constituencies around the country and overseas involved
in major reorganizations and workouts, including creditor committees, secured creditors, debtors, trustees, DIP
lenders and asset purchasers. He also counsels entities
and individuals in the specialized area of distressed debt
arbitrage matters. He can be reached at 202/861-1602
or dworkman@bakerlaw.com.
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Clearwater Bar fund-raiser nets $6,000 for
community programs
The Clearwater Bar Foundation’s officers and Board of Trustees hosted more than 200 Clearwater Bar
members, guests and friends for an all you can eat “baseball buffet” at the Big Shark Café during the July 26
Clearwater Threshers game. Florida Bar Board of Governors members in attendance included out-of-state governor Eric Meeks and his family from Cincinnati (below left) as well as David Prather and his family from West
Palm Beach (below right). David Rothman (not pictured) encouraged his fellow Board of Governors members
to each pitch in $100 toward the Clearwater Bar Foundation’s fund-raiser for a total of $2,500 in donations
from the BOG. As David says, “I love baseball. Any kind of baseball. I think we should help these folks out.”
Much appreciated, the CBF raised nearly $6,000 at the event to be used toward public and community service
programs.
(From the Clearwater Bar Association’s Res Ipsa Loquitur, August/September 2008)

Page 10 •
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New York State Bar Association CLE
Approved Jurisdiction Project update
by Eric Meeks
The following is
an update on the
New York State
Bar Association
CLE Approved Jurisdiction project.
As a reminder, in
2004 the New York
State Bar Association Bar changed
its CLE requireMEEKS
ments to require a
CLE scholarship for those entities
(states) seeking Approved Jurisdiction status. Basically, this status allows for easier transfer/acceptance of
CLE credits. Currently there are 28
Approved Jurisdiction states/jurisdictions, and Florida lost its Approved
Jurisdiction status as of 2004.
I have been working very closely
with Terry Hill, director, Programs Division of The Florida Bar, on this project for the last year and a half. Terry
is a great supporter of this project.
In order to resubmit The Florida
Bar’s application to become an Approved Jurisdiction in New York, a
hardship fee waiver policy has to be
implemented by The Florida Bar. I
made two presentations to the CLE
Committee (one during the recent annual meeting and one in November).
During the most recent meeting,
the committee voted in favor of a
hardship fee waiver policy! As a
side note, the YLD and the Bar have
a variety of fee waivers for select
programs, but not a comprehensive
policy. For example, the comprehensive policy would allow a guardian ad
litem (GAL) attorney to take a GAL
CLE at a reduced cost if that attorney
qualified.
Scott Atwood (member of CLE
Committee) volunteered to lead a
subcommittee to gather the necessary information, discuss its findings
and compile a report to share with
the CLE Committee at the January
Midyear Meeting.
The financial hardship policy will
go to The Florida Bar Budget Committee and Practice Evaluation Committee during the January BOG meeting

in Tallahassee. Richard Tanner, also a
BOG member, will help support this

project as it moves through committees.

Help us spread the word about the benefits of joining the Out-of-State
Division. Clip this form and share it with your non-OOSD colleagues today!

2 Hours of Free Ethics Audio
Just $30
Join The Florida Bar Out-of-State
Division and gain immediate access to

“Trends and Developments in
Legal Ethics”
presented by James Grogan, chief counsel for the Illinois Attorney
Registration and Disciplinary Commission of the Supreme Court of Illinois

and

“Ethics Update”
presented by Elizabeth Tarbert, ethics counsel for The Florida Bar, and
Tim Chinaris, associate dean for information resources and professor of
law at Jones School of Law at Faulkner University in Montgomery, Ala.
Just another way the Out-of-State Division assists attorneys who are
out-of-state members of The Florida Bar.
Join today and get your credits tomorrow!
-------------------------------------------------------------

The Florida Bar Out-of-State Division Membership Request (BN 08)
Name:_ _____________________________Florida Bar Number:_ ______________
Address:_ _______________________________ Phone: (____)_ ______________
City/State/ZIP:_______________________________________________________
Signature:_ _____________________________________ Date:_ ______________
Mail with check to: The Florida Bar, 651 E. Jefferson St., Tallahassee, FL 32399
Contact: Arlee J. Colman, program administrator, acolman@flabar.org for information.
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are calling you at home. I also recommend a high-quality hands-free
device so you can multitask when you
are on the phone. After all, you will
spend a lot more time on the phone
when working from a remote location.
You need to be able to write, type and
refer to books and files while working
telephonically.
Folks have their own preferences
as far as a phone service goes. We
selected a Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) service. The way it works,
generally, is for a flat monthly fee,
you use a router into which you connect your Internet cable, which is,
in turn, connected to your computer
either through a hard wired connection or through a wireless server. You
then connect your VoIP server to your
telephone. Calls are transmitted via
a broadband Internet connection instead of an analog phone cable. Some
VoIP services require VoIP-enabled
telephones, and some permit you to
use regular phones. The advantage of
a VoIP service is that you can have a
fixed-cost monthly phone service that
includes all domestic calls and usually
no long-distance charges. Oftentimes
you can have international service as
well. The quality of the communications is typically at least as clear as
is a traditional phone line, and often
better. VoIP service can usually be
forwarded to any number or numbers
so that your VoIP phone will find you
(if you want it to) wherever you are,
and your voice mail can be retrieved
from the phone, your computer or
your Blackberry as a Waveform audio
format (.wav). Most features available
on traditional phones—such as conference calling, voicemail, call waiting, call forwarding, caller ID—are
all available with VoIP services. The
one downside to a VoIP-based phone
system is that if your Internet service
goes down, so does your phone service.
But since most people are armed with
the backup of a mobile phone, this is
not an insurmountable problem.
I am a visual person. For that reason, I have a video camera attached to
the computer setups in both locations.
Internet-based video conference services can be obtained for a nominal
cost or even free. I use a free program
called OoVoo, although other services
Page 12 •

such as I-Chat or Skype also afford a
very good quality video transmission
at absolutely no cost. Some of these
services also permit you to record the
conference on your computer (be sure
to ask for permission from all participants because in some states, including Florida, recording a conversation
without permission can be a crime).
The image (and sound) is transmitted over your Internet connection,
so the greater your Internet service
provider’s transmission speed, the
better your video transmission. We
have found that the picture travels
better than does the sound over the
video conference service and that
most laptop microphones are not as
good as telephone microphones and
speakers. For that reason, we use the
OoVoo program and the camera to
transmit the images; we then mute
the sound on the computer and use
the phone for the sound transmission.
That works especially well if you have
a hands-free telephone device.
We use the video for staff and attorney conferences. Our firm has a
number of laptops that are equipped
with cameras and video conference
technology. I find that strategy and
brainstorming sessions often work
better when you can see your colleagues. Anyone who wants to meet
and talk through a video link can use
one of the equipped laptops or can go
to a conference room, and in less than
30 seconds, both sides can log on to
each other’s video conference software
and establish the phone link. We also
use the video conferencing system
for initial client consultations, client
meetings and even depositions. Frequently your voice will be transmitted
at the other end into a speaker phone;
it is, therefore, prudent to “take roll” of
the other attendees, who may not all
be within the camera’s range and thus
visible on your screen. Keep in mind,
too, that even if you take a break from
whatever you are doing on camera, unless you terminate the call (either the
sound or video portion or both), both
sides can be seen and heard. There are
plenty of anecdotal incidents of deponents or their lawyers forgetting they
are on live microphone and video.

Systems
I have mirror image computer stations at my Tampa office and my California home office. I keep the monitor,
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docking station, keyboard, mouse and
printer identical in both locations.
The only thing I move when I travel
is my laptop. It is important to be
able to access your traditional office’s
server to work on files, so you need to
have a good gateway between your
remote location and the firm’s offices.
At the other end, equally important
is that your partners and staff are
able to access through the server the
documents you have been working on
miles from the office.
We also have remote access to our
firm’s billing system. That setup enables me to contemporaneously bill
my time, in real time, on our firm’s
system. Each day, my staff can check
my time, billings to clients can be
created timely and the information
exchange between my home office
and the traditional office is in real
time. When billings are presented to
me in draft form, they are imaged into
portable document format (PDF) files.
I open the billing file for the month
and insert text, highlight items and
add electronic comments so that the
bills can be returned to staff and accounting to be edited, finalized and
sent to clients in a timely manner.
Sometimes my signature is needed
on a document. My staff has access
to my electronic signature for affixing it to pleadings and other papers,
following my review of the same (be
sure you know, however, which jurisdictions require an actual signed
or “wet” signature, either for filing
or to keep as a backup for an electronically filed document). Electronic
signatures can be encrypted and
password protected as well. Most importantly, if you use such signatures,
eliminating the need to wet sign
paper, make sure you convert the
document or paper from an editable
Word or Wordperfect document to a
write-protected, secure PDF document. Some software can now read
and convert write-protected PDF
documents, converting text and signatures (images) into editable documents. Check with your IT department or a qualified computer expert
to make sure your electronic imaged
signatures are secure. On the rare
occasion that your wet signature
is needed or you need to handwrite
your edits on paper, you should have
a good flatbed scanner with a multipage feeder. Almost anything a firm
needs from a remote practitioner can

be emailed to the lawyer, printed,
signed, scanned and emailed back.

Litigation practice
Most of what I do as a business
bankruptcy and commercial litigator
is handled by reading, drafting and
speaking on the phone or by video. I
can read, review and write (the three
R’s of a litigator) all in front of a computer. I generally keep East Coast
office hours so that I do not inconvenience any of my colleagues, clients,
opposing counsel and the courts.
Both communication and coordination are key. My Tampa office phone
number rings in Tampa if I am there,
is forwarded to my remote office if
I am there and is forwarded to my
mobile phone if I am on the road. My
staff and I work to schedule what
is usually one trip per month from
the West Coast to the East Coast. If
a significant deposition, hearing or
trial is set, we try to coordinate other
work obligations, which would also
normally involve travel, around the
scheduled travel. Our Bankruptcy
Court in the Middle District of Florida
has been very flexible in coordinating
several hearings or trials in groups
or blocks to assist in travel efficiency.
Most other courts are likewise flexible. Similarly, most lawyers and clients have responded in like manner.
Know your judge, know your client
and know your opposition when trying to coordinate meetings and hearings in a travel-efficient manner.

Travel
A Blackberry or similar device to
enable you to have access to emails,
as well as phone calls, is also key. Coordinate travel so that you can maximize time in your home base, select
the shortest and most direct routings
to your destinations and plan departures so that you can reasonably
squeeze in as many of your “in-town”
obligations and other commitments
as possible. Also, download onto your
laptop hard drive draft documents,

pleadings, scanned notes, deposition
transcripts and other items for review. Keeping a virtual travel folder
on your laptop with review work
makes the flight time fly by (no pun
intended) and enables you to bill for
substantive work instead of billing
for simply sitting on a plane (which
most clients and courts detest). Your
clients will appreciate it.
Have a great, lightweight mobile
laptop and phone. The newer laptop
ultralights weigh about three pounds.
Never check luggage. Pack light. One
rollaway suitcase can easily carry
two suits (alternating each day), five
dress shirts, five ties, undergarments,
sleepwear and exercise clothes for a
week. All toiletries you really need for
a week can easily fit in the mandatory
one-quart plastic bag. If you are staying in a hotel, do not bring shampoo,
conditioner, toothbrush or toothpaste.
Typically all of those things are provided complimentary at most hotels
either in the room or in an “emergency
kit” available at the front desk if you
ask. Make sure your laptop carrying
case can be affixed to your suitcase in
such a way that you can make your
way through the airport using only
one hand to pull the combined suitcase and laptop. Keeping the other
hand free to hold a coffee cup or your
boarding pass is a must.
Print your boarding pass in advance or at least check in online, even
if you do not have access to a printer.
You can even check in for most flights
on your Blackberry. Most airlines have
separate, no-wait kiosks available for
printing boarding passes. When you
arrive at the airport’s security area,
have your boarding pass and identification in hand ready to make your
way through. Finally, find out if the
airport has separate security lines for
casual and business travelers. Typically, families, occasional travelers
and other people needing more time to
get through security are asked to use
one set of lines for security, and experienced travelers are permitted to use
continued, next page...

Midyear Meeting of The Florida Bar
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a more efficient set of lines. Some airports fast-track passengers registered
through a Transportation Security
Administration-certified Registered
Traveler Program. The annual fee is
nominal compared to the convenience
of jumping to the front of the line at
participating airports.

Maintaining business
relationships
Finally, and probably most important, it is critical for clients, lawyers
in your firm, outside lawyers and your
judges to know you are actively engaged in your practice wherever you
are physically located. That means
being available. Whether it is a client,
opposing counsel, your partners or
court staff who tries to contact you,
they all need to be able to reach you
with the same ease and convenience
as if you were in your local office.
That means making sure that when
you are in town, you spend time with
the people in your firm, meet with
opposing counsel, see clients and visit
your judges. All it takes is a little
advance planning, coordination and

affirmative effort to make the most
of the time you have. When you plan
to be in town, tell your partners and
associates; plan meetings with both
existing and potential clients; and
coordinate hearings, depositions, interviews and trials. When you are not
in town, coordinate telephone calls,
video conferences, telephonic court
appearances and other meetings in
such a way so as to not make your
choice to live away from the center of
your practice an inconvenience to the
court, your clients or your partners.
Get involved in Bar activities both
where you live and where your traditional office is located. Let colleagues,
clients and friends know where you
live and where you practice. The
broader and more flexible the geographic footprint of your practice, the
greater practice developer you can be.
You simply need to ensure that you
have sufficient legal talent to staff the
work you develop. Supervision, case
management and strategic planning
are quite workable through a remote
practice, but only if you can appropriately staff the work.
I am now proudly a member of
both the Florida and California Bars
and am authorized to practice in the
Southern, Middle and Northern Districts of Florida as well as the South-

ern and Central Districts of California. I spend as much time as I can in
California and travel back to the East
Coast approximately once a month. In
fact, I wrote this article while sitting
on a plane headed home to Southern
California after having participated
in firm management meetings, two
hearings, a trial, new client meetings
and practice development and CLE
functions— all sandwiched into a
four-day period. A bicoastal practice
is certainly not for everyone. But for
those who have the inclination and
the energy to practice from a remote
location, today’s technology, systems
and the practice certainly permit us
to do so. Who knows, maybe the next
step is a transcontinental practice!
Postscript: Special thanks go to Shumaker, Loop & Kendrick LLP, which
was both open and innovative enough
to have a partnership with a tele-practicing partner. Thanks also go to Alyssa Davis, my paralegal, who manages
a tremendous load in Tampa, Melissa
Hansen and Kari Chucko, who have
greatly assisted in the administration
of my tele-practice, and Renee Rupert,
Jannice Torres and Greg Bradford, in
the firm’s Tampa office IT department,
who helped put the system together
and keep it running on a daily basis.

Building a Better Practice:

Florida Bar

CLE

Quality Speakers
Register Online
Convenient Locations
CLE Certification Credit
Visit www.FloridaBar.org/cle then
Audio CDs/DVDs
“Search Calendar” to view
scheduled courses.
Live Webcasts
Online 24/7 at FloridaBar.org/CLE “Legalspan” link
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Continuing Legal Education
Application for Course Attendance Credit

(for courses not previously approved by The Florida Bar)
The Florida Bar
Legal Specialization & Education
651 E. Jefferson Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2300
(850) 561-5842
PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT LEGIBLY

The application is
available on the
Bar’s website.
Go to www.flabar.
org and click on
the headings
in this order to
find the form
you see below:
CLE/CLER-BSCR
Information and
Forms/CLE Forms
and Applications/
Course
Attendance Credit.
For more
information on
applying for out-ofstate CLE credit,
contact the CLER
department at
850/561-5842.

NOTE: IF A FLORIDA BAR COURSE NUMBER HAS BEEN ASSIGNED, PLEASE DO NOT
USE THIS FORM

1.

NAME, ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER OF ATTORNEY SEEKING CREDIT:

2.

SPONSOR NAME:

3.

ACTIVITY TITLE:

4.

PROPOSED LEVEL OF ACTIVITY:


BASIC — This course is designed for the practitioner with no experience or limited experience in the area of law with which
the course deals. A survey course will be considered basic unless there are recent, significant changes in the law.



INTERMEDIATE — This course is designed for the practitioner experienced in the area but not necessarily an expert. A
survey course in which there have been recent, substantial changes will be deemed intermediate. In an
intermediate course, some segment may be low, intermediate or basic, and others high intermediate or
advanced. In these instances, the course taken as a whole will be considered intermediate.



ADVANCED — This course is designed for the practitioner with extensive experience in the subject matter of the course.

5.

DATE:

7.

PLEASE ATTACH A COURSE BROCHURE AND/OR OUTLINE WHICH:
(A) FULLY DESCRIBES THE COURSE CONTENT AND LEVEL OF PRESENTATION
(B) INDICATES THE TIME DEVOTED TO EACH TOPIC COVERED WITHIN THE PROGRAM
(C) IDENTIFIES THE INSTRUCTORS

8.

6. LOCATION:

INDICATE IF CREDIT IS TO BE ASSESSED FOR BOARD CERTIFICATION, IN ADDITION TO CLER CREDIT.
CERTIFICATION AREAS: _________________________________________

9.

______________________________________

TOTAL MINUTES OF INSTRUCTION: (EXCLUDING BREAKS, MEALS AND INTRODUCTIONS AND BASED ON A 50
MINUTE HOUR)
__________ GENERAL (NON-ETHICS/PROFESSIONALISM/SUBSTANCE ABUSE/MENTAL ILLNESS AWARENESS)
__________ ETHICS
__________ PROFESSIONALISM
__________ SUBSTANCE ABUSE
__________ MENTAL ILLNESS AWARENESS
__________ TOTAL CREDIT (TOTAL MIN. ÷ 50 = __________ CREDIT HOURS)
50

NOTE: IF YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE MINIMUM NUMBER OF REQUIRED CLER HOURS, AND ARE NOT SEEKING CERTIFICATION CREDIT, PLEASE DO NOT SUBMIT FURTHER COURSES FOR EVALUATION. THERE IS NO CARRY OVER OF HOURS
IN FLORIDA FROM ONE REPORTING PERIOD TO THE NEXT.

Materials submitted for CLE credit review will be discarded once the credit has been determined. Should you wish to have
your materials returned, please enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope.
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Apply
for CLE
credit for
out-ofstate
seminars!

Florida Bar # __________________

The Florida Bar and LegalSpan Bring
online CLE to attorneys
Since August 2000, The Florida
Bar has been offering quality CLE
programs as online, on-demand seminars through a partnership with LegalSpan. The popularity of this type
of delivery method has been growing
exponentially ever since.
With increasingly hectic schedules
and the rising cost of travel, attorneys are turning to the Internet to
meet their educational needs. Online
CLE programs offer the flexibility of
viewing programs at your own pace,
anytime, anywhere.
Whether a first-time or net-savvy

user, Florida attorneys are finding
that online CLE programs are time
saving and easy to use:
“I am very pleased to be able to have
these seminars made available to
members of The Florida Bar. With
the format you have provided, I feel
that I am at the seminar, and I have
the materials which I can download
and save for future reference. Thanks
for a great product well presented and
technically friendly!”
— Andrew, Live Oak
“I found this online seminar to be
convenient, understandable and userfriendly. I will use this method more
in the future. Thank you for this informational and convenient seminar.”
— Gerald, West Palm Beach

Address update

Mike Busenkell
Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice PLLC
222 Delaware Avenue, Suite 1501
Wilmington, DE 19801
302/252-4324
302/252-4330 fax
mbusenkell@wcsr.com

“Excellent resource. A very convenient
way to engage in continuing education that has high-quality speakers
and content.”
— Bruce, Miami Beach
“This is the greatest thing ever invented. I can now complete my CLE
requirements at home. Everything
was so easy. Thank you.”
— Sheila, Largo
“Terrific site and material. It makes
it much easier to get CLE credit, and

The Florida Bar
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Tallahassee, FL 32399-2300
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makes the materials much more useful since they can be viewed multiple
times.”
— Thomas, Brandon
With the explosion of MP3 players
and iPods in the market, LegalSpan
developed the technology to enable
The Florida Bar to introduce downloadable audio versions of its CLE
programs. Since its inception in March
2006, the downloadable versions of
The Florida Bar’s CLE programs have
become as popular a method of obtaining education as online CLE. “We want
to foster greater collaboration among
members and a more vibrant educational dialogue. Attorneys learn best
at their own pace, in their own way,
in a comfortable environment. Our online options give members educational
content when and where they want it,”
says Programs Division Director Terry
Hill.
The Florida Bar’s catalog of online and downloadable programs is
robust, offering more than 200 programs, covering all practice areas.
Attorneys are able to enjoy the time
and money savings, without sacrificing content, by participating in these
types of programs. The complete catalog of Florida Bar CLE courses can be
viewed at www.floridabar.org/cle by
accessing the LegalSpan link under
Online Courses.
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